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	A bride – what is she like? What thoughts and feelings does she experience just before her special day, in the very moment when she find the one and only, perfect dress for her? It is so important for us to understand this, it is so important to be delicate, accurate, in an attempt to become a part of every girl’s life, because it’s hard to find a more trembling and tender moment. Perhaps, only the birth of a baby will become something that can outshine the emotions of the Bride. That is why, creating every new dress, Paulain designers with their whole being mentally connect with every girl who dresses it and plunge into the world and feelings of the future bride. That is why the dresses are so delicate, warm, so exquisite and, of course, beautiful. Because every dress has a soul. Soul and perception of the beauty. he new capsule collection MONROE by Paulain contains the fashion trends of Minimalism, a style that is ideal for every bride. The dresses are sophisticated, not overloaded with many details - an answer to the modern brides’ request. 

These are the Dresses, which have main thing: 
The sophistication and purity of the bride is the purity of lines and shapes in each Paulain dress. The tenderness of the bride is the absolute absence of aggressive and heavy elements.The simple word “YES” that the bride will say at the main moment, it is a dress that shines just like every girl shines.We embrace each of the brides with our dress and wish unlimited happiness and love for lifetime. 
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  				CAROLINE

  				Designer transformer dress with removable skirt and short sleeves
 
  				  				
  				
  					Life is like a box of chocolates - choose any and enjoy! You'll make the right decision anyway: after all, our dress can make all your wishes come true. You want a short cocktail dress? You are welcom..  				
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  				Cocktail dress mini length with short flashlight sleeve
 
  				  				
  				
  					Life is like a box of chocolates - choose any and enjoy! You'll make the right decision anyway: after all, our dress can make all your wishes come true. You want a short cocktail dress? You are welcom..  				
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  				ANGELICA LIGHT

  				Wedding romantic floor-length dress with straps and removable sleeve
 
  				  				
  				
  					The young lover of the Sun King Louis XIV Angelica de Scoray was gentle and naive, she never learned to spin intrigues and always strove for power. But not only the king lost his mind because of her b..  				
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